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20+ years ago MS Word was my go-to word processing program. I used it for everything, including writing a novel. As the years passed Word was 
causing me troubles with inserted images (if I placed an image too close to the top or bottom margin - the image would snap to the extreme top or 
bottom edge of the page rather than letting me place the images exactly where I wanted them).  That was only one of the many problems that I had 
with Word.  

Around 10 years ago I finally said: “Enough”. So I had to decided if I wanted to plunk down $150+ to upgrade to the latest Word version in hopes 
it would fix my problems or whether I should chuck it and go with another word processing program? Problem was, the new word processing pro-
gram had to fit certain criteria: it had to be able to import Word documents, be able to create an index and a table of contents, and not have a prob-
lem with inserted images. I finally ended up with Nisus Writer Pro 2 because it filled all of those requirements.  

 I have used Nisus Writer Pro ever since. But over the years I noticed some irritants (like I would leave a document open when I would go do 
something else and without fail it would always wait until I came back and pressed the first key before it starts autosaving. Why didn’t it autosave 
while I was gone? Not a big problem - just an irritant since it took a while to autosave my 800+ page manual that I was working on. The Nisus Tech 
support said that the new Nisus Writer Pro version fixed that problem and a few other things that were irritating me. So I recently moved up to Nisus 
Writer Pro 3. What an improvement! I am never looking back!  

Figure 1. This is the Nisus’ document window which is surrounded by the Palette dock on the right, the Table of Con-
tents list on the left and several floating palettes sitting further to the left.



User Interface 
If you like an uncluttered look, you can hide the toolbar and the Palette that sits 

off to the side of the window. So all you see is the document window (Figure 4). 
But if you are like me, you want the tools you use all the time right at your finger-
tips. So on one side of my document window are the Palettes showing all of the 
traditional Text, Document, and Graphic formatting tools. On the other side are 
my floating palettes for: Indexing, Table of Contents, Header/Footer, and Lists 
(Figure 1). With these tools I can quickly create my Index and Table of Contents, 
insert or modify my footers and headers, and create the lists for my documents. 

One last modification I made to the interface was to move items from/to the 
toolbar using the "Customize Toolbar" option (which lets you quickly drag items 
to and from the Toolbar). After these few modifications, I was ready to really dig 
into the workings of Nisus Writer Pro 3 (from now on - just called Nisus). Of course 
I used my large manual for my testing. 

Indexing 
Indexing in Nisus is very simple. You highlight the word and then click the "+" 

button in the floating Index tool palette (Figure 6). This is very quick. If you want to have that 
word as a Sub-topic, you have two choices:  

• Click the + button as before but when the word appears in the Index palette, type a word 
before it plus a colon, e.g. iTines: Mad Max. When you go to the index and look for iTunes, you 
will see Mad Max listed under it.  
• You can bring up the Tools menu> Index> "Index as" option to make indented subcategories, 
have cross-references, or index a word in different Indexes. 
If you turn the option on, Nisus will place a non-printing (colored) dotted box around all in-

dexed words. This is a quick way to know which words are indexed and which ones aren’t. 

Cross-Referencing Your Text 
Nisus automatically keeps track of all the bookmarks, list items, tables, footnotes, endnotes and 

any tables of contents entries you create in your document and makes them available for cross-
referencing. In addition, you can add a cross-reference to any bookmark that you have added to 
the document. This allows you to keep your thoughts on the writing while Nisus keeps track of 
where certain discussions and illustrations appear.  

Table of Contents 
As with creating an Index, creating a Table Of Contents is very easy. You simply highlight a 

word(s) and choose the level of indention from a drop-down menu in the Table of Contents 
(TOC) floating palette (Figure 5. Quick and easy! You can also create your TOC from The Tools 
menu. 

 It is possible to have various TOCs: for text, illustrations, tables, equations, authorities, etc. 
Items in a table of contents are listed in the order in which they appear in the document. 

You can insert the TOC anywhere you want in your document. As an added benefit, all of the 
TOC words appear in the “Navigator” that pops out from the left side of the document window 
(Figure 1 - left side of the document & Figure 8). What I really like is that you can click on the 
TOC items in the Navigator and immediately jump to that page. This became invaluable with my 
large manual. Instead of having to scroll through all of the pages to find a heading, I simply click 
on that heading in the TOC. 

Nisus can color-code all TOC words in your document (just like with the indexed words). 
If you save your document as a PDF file, the entire table of contents heading is clickable for 

navigation in the document. 

Lists 
Nisus lets you to create various kinds of lists using bullets, list numbers, or list letters (Figure 6). 

Figure 3. You can have Nisus list all of 
the Search results for a word(s) in one 
long list. Clicking on them takes you 
directly to the page that word resides 
on.

Figure 2. The “Show Comments” feature lists all the com-
ments made by everyone who is collaborating on your doc-
ument.



Lists in Nisus are managed through list styles. Just as with other types of styles, list styles 
ensure consistency throughout your document. 

Multiple Clipboards 
Nisus has enabled multiple, editable Clipboards where you can store and manipulate text 

of various lengths without modifying the main text of your document. You can add to or 
edit the contents of your clipboards. You can create new clipboards, choose which should be 
active, rename them and delete them. There is a Clipboards palette which gives you quick 
access to the clipboards. 

Split Screen View 
You can split your document window (either vertically or horizontally) so that you can see 

areas of your text that are not contiguous (Figure 12). 

The Status Bar 
I color-code the font in various parts of my manual: black for the instructions, blue for 

additional helpful information, red for important steps that must not be missed, etc. If I 
place my cursor in a section of colored text, a little dot "Tag" (of the same color as the text) 
appears in the Status bar (at the bottom of the document). When you click on this dot, a 
menu pops up that lets you:  Remove Color, Select Next in Color, or Select All in Color 
(which selects all instances of that color in the document). This is a big timesaver. I have had 
instances where the color I chose on the screen didn't meet my expectations when printed. 
Rather than having to go throughout the whole document to highlight and change every 
instance of that color, I simply choose the "Select All in Color" option and then select a new 
color. Immediately that 
color in the whole docu-
ment is changed to the 
new color. Nice! 

The other informational 
"Tags" that appear in the 
Status bar are for the: The 
Split Screen View, List, 
Font/Character attributes, 
Highlight color, Language 
(you can change the lan-
guage from a drop-down 
menu), and Magnifying 
glass.   

Track Changes 
You can turn on the 

"Track Changes" option 
which will highlight any 
changed text within the 
document (Figure 11). It 
tells you if you Added, 
Replaced, Deleted the selected text and has a button that you can use to revert back to the original text. It 
can include nearly every change you make except changes to floating shapes or modifications to inline 
images (other than to note that they have been added to your document). 

Show comments 
You and other co-editors can add comments to your document. All comments appear in a sidebar that 

appears on the left of your document (Figure 2). These comments can be read or added to by the other 

Figure 7. The List Palette lets choose 
the type of lis, the List’s format, etc.

Figure 6. The Indexing Palette is a 
quick way to add a word(s) to the 
Index of your choice.

Figure 5. The Table Of Contents 
palette is a quick way to add a 
word(s) to the TOC of your 
choice. You can also set the word’s 
“Level” of indentation.

Figure 4. If you like the uncluttered look, you can 
hide everything except the document and the 
menubar.



people reading your document. All comments are stamped with the name of 
the person who created it. 

Comments can be shown whenever you are in Draft View, Page View, and 
Full Screen view. You can also display the comments as part of a split view of 
your document. The User Name of the person who wrote the note appears in 
the title bar of the note. 

Bibliographic Reference Tools 
If you own the Bookends program and have linked it to Nisus, you can use 

Nisus’ tools for managing your Bookends references database. 

Compare Documents Macro 
This macro compares the two frontmost Nisus documents and produces a 

new document that points out the differences.  
At the top of the new document are the names of the two documents 

along with a pink or green underlying color (which is used to identify where 
each difference came from). The macro also places these colors behind the 
word(s) that are added or deleted in each document.  

Styles and attributes of the documents are ignored - the comparison is 
plain text only. FYI: I have used this several times - it comes in real handy 
when you need to compare two documents. 

Find & Replace 
Picture this - you have a document that has a word(s) that needs to be 

replaced, but unfortunately not in every instance. What do you do? You can 
repeatedly search for the word, make the change if needed, and then search 
for the next match. This is doable but a little time consuming. But Nisus has 
an added feature sitting next to the “Find All” button - a smaller “Find all and 
show a list of matches in a new window” button. 

A tall thin window appears with all of the instances of that word(s) listed 
(along with a few surrounding words). Clicking on one of the instances quickly takes you to that word’s location in your document. So you can 
quickly cycle through all of the instances - without having to keep re-hitting the search button. BTW: This same option is also available next to the 
“Replace All” button. 

I like this feature. Just the other day I needed to replace a word in my manual. But not in every instance. I did the search for that word and had it 
“Find all and show a list of matches in a new window”. Then I opened that window as wide as it would go so I could see most of the sentences that 

Figure 9. Nisus can create handy Indexes for your docu-
ment.

Figure 10. Nisus automatically changes the spelling dictionary 
based on the language of each piece of text in your document. 

Figure 8. This screenshot shows the Table Of Contents in both the (left) 
Navigator sidebar and from within the document.

Figure 11. The Track Changes feature will point out the 
changes that you have made to your document.



surrounded that word (for each 
instance). This let me quickly 
scan through the list to find the 
instances that needed to be 
changed. What a timesaver - I 
love it! 

Auto Saving & Exporting 
Nisus has an Autosave feature 

where you can specify the fre-
quency of the auto saves. Several 
times this has saved my bacon 
when something went wrong 
with my Mac while I was work-
ing in Nisus. Instead of losing a 
days worth of work (if I forgot to 
manually save my document) I 
only loose a half an hours worth 
of work (since I have set it to save 
every 30 minutes). If you want, 
you can also have Nisus play a 
sound whenever a file is saved.  

Foreign language support  
Nisus was designed as a Uni-

code word processor from the 
ground up, so it supports nearly 
any language. It includes translated interfaces (menus, dialogs, etc) for: Danish, French, German, Italian, Polish and Portuguese. A Japanese transla-
tion may also be purchased separately from Mercury Software. Nisus automatically changes the spelling dictionary based on the language of each 
piece of text in your document (Figure 10). 

Save Formats:      Export Formats:     Import Formats: 
Rich Text Format (RTF) file    RTF (Rich Text Format)    RTF (Rich Text Format) 
Rich Text Format Directory (RTFD) file  EPUB      EPUB 
Document Template (DOT)   OpenDocument (ODT)    OpenDocument (ODT) 
Microsoft Word Format,    Microsoft Word (.doc, DOCX, Open XML)   Microsoft Word 
Nisus Compressed Rich Text    HTML & HTML Chapters   HTML & HTML Chapters 
Nisus Macro file     Plain text 
Nisus Perl Macro     PDF 
Plain Text file 

This review only scratches the surface on what you can do with Nisus. Some of Nisus’ other features include: Watermarks, Line numbering, and an 
Interactive Spell Checker and Thesaurus. I don’t have room to cover them all. But if this peaks your interest. I suggest you download the demo and 
give Nisus Writer Pro a test run. I don't think you will be disappointed. 

The Skinny 
Evaluation: I really like Nisus Writer Pro and readily recommend it to anyone in need of a full featured word processor. 
Requires: OS 10.4 - 10.7 (Lion), 65 MG hard drive space. 
Company: Nisus Software Inc.  
Price: Form Nisus Software or the Mac App store: $65, Academic: $55  
Available 15 day Demo  

Figure 12. This screenshot shows the word “Welcome” written in various languages, three floating 
palettes, and other “Writing” palettes docked to the right side of the document.
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